On October 6-7, 2015 within the St. Petersburg International Gas Forum «Youth day: dialogue of generations» took place. That event was
urged to unite representatives of branch business elite and student’s audience of leading universities of Russia and Europe for discussion
of new vectors of development of gas industry and career opportunities for talented youth.
During the forum, a number of events took place:
• A meeting «without ties» with heads of the largest energy companies;
• Interactive sections: «Gas – the fuel of future» and «Gas hubs»;
• International Youth Contest «Energy: today and tomorrow».
The organizers of «Youth» day were public company «Gazprom» and «The higher economic school» of the St. Petersburg state economic
university. Among partners and co-organizers of an event the leading world oil and gas companies also participated: Dutch «N.V. Nederlandse
Gasunie» and «GasTerra», German «E.ON», French «ENGIE» (GDF Suez), - and also the International business congress (International
Business Congress) and Energy Delta Institute (EDI). 13 higher education institutions of Russia, which are the academic partners, and
basic higher education institutions of «Gazprom» have presented the student’s audience from St. Petersburg, Moscow, Ukhta, Ufa, Tomsk,
Tyumen, Yakutia, Kazan, and delegates of the European higher education institutions from Holland and Germany.
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October 6, The meeting «without ties»
The meeting «without ties» with top-managers of the largest world energy companies became the official opening
and key action of Youth day. Alexey Miller – Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of PJSC «Gazprom» - in the
welcoming speech wished all the students further progress and career development. Among the speakers of the meeting
were Christopher Delbrück, Chief Executive Officer of E.ON Global Commodities SE, Han Fennema, Chairman of the
Executive Board and CEO of N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie, Bodo Rodestock, Member of the Executive Board of VNG Verbundnetz Gas Aktiengesellschaft and Olivier Lazare, President and Country Chair Shell Russia. The role of a moderator
of a meeting «without ties» was played by the Rector of St. Petersburg state university of economics - Igor Maksimtsev.
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October 7, Interactive sections
On October 7, 2015 within Youth day there have passed two parallel interactive sections «Gas — fuel of the future» and «Gas Hubs.
Gas Exchange» during which it was possible to hear the opinion of leaders of gas industry about natural gas as the most economically
reasonable, eco-friendly and technological fuel source, and also about the stimulation of development of gas as an international and even
global product by creation of gas hubs and the exchanges.
In the first section «Gas — fuel of the future» experts argued on a role of natural gas in the world economy of future. As moderators of
section Pavel Metelev, the representative of the St. Petersburg state university of economics, and Grigory Shevchenko, Senior Account
Manager, E.ON Global Commodities SE have acted.
In the second section, gas hubs and the gas exchanges have been considered as catalysts in the course of formation natural gas as the
main leader in a world power landscape. Marina Utevskaya, the representative of the St. Petersburg state university of economics, and
Geert Greving, the director of external communications of GasTerra moderated the section.
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Section 2. «Gas hubs. Gas exchange»
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October 7, «Youth Contest: Energy today and tomorrow»
International «Youth Contest: Energy today and tomorrow» became the final and culmination action of Youth day. This competition
held among national students’ teams from Russia, Germany, and Holland. Teams were formed from the best students of the partner higher
education institutions, which have passed competitive selection to protect honor of the country in intellectual and creative competitions.
Two teams have presented Russia: «NEFT» and «F.A.M.I.L.Y.», Germany was presented by FanGAStic» and «NP 2.0» teams, Netherlands
by the team «Orange». The jury of a competition was formed from the number of heads of the highest departments of the companiesorganizers and partners of Youth day: «Gazprom», St. Petersburg state economic university, Gubkin state university, E.ON, Energy Delta
Institute, GasTerra, ENGIE (GDF Suez). The moderator of the tournament was Irina Kordon, the international business coach.
The winner team, Russian team «NEFT», won a prize – the training meaning three-day presence in three leading energy companies of
Russia, Netherlands and Germany:
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The winner team - team NEFT
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Gubkin State University
of Oil and Gas
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Aleksander Tcarenko
Gubkin State University
of Oil and Gas

Ekaterina Avdeenko
UNECON

Grand-prix
Moscow - - - - - - 29.03.16
- - - - - - - - - - - - -Novy Urengoy - - -- - - - - - -02.04.16
- - - - - - - - - - - Netherlands
From March 29 to April 9, 2016 internship for the Russian national students team which won the international «Youth Contest: Energy
today and tomorrow» which has passed on October 7, 2015 within «Youth day» V St. Petersburg international gas forum has taken
place. The trip was organized by «The Higher Economic School» of the St. Petersburg state university of economics with financial and
organizational support of the companies «Gazprom», «Energy Delta Institute» and «Uniper».
During all training days participants - five students of basic higher education institutions of «Gazprom» from Moscow, St. Petersburg
and Tomsk - have had an opportunity to get acquainted with all production chain — from production to transportation and storage of gas.
The trip has passed in three stages: in Russia, in the Netherlands and in Germany.

Netherlands -- - - - - - - 06.04.16
- - - - - - - - - - - Germany - - - - - - - - -09.04.16
- - - - - - - - - - Moscow
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Youth Day participants feedback
Participants had the opportunity to discuss the CBMs in a professional environment, current trends
and developments in the oil and gas industry. Such conferences are important not only for the
business community, but also for academics involved in research into oil and gas sector. The ability
to attend events where professionals from different countries to discuss current issues, research and
achievements in the industry - it’s not only an opportunity to keep abreast of the latest scientific
discoveries, but also a chance to improve their professional skills, and draw up new ideas for
development.
Elena Manzuk,
Saint Petersburg state university of economics..
It was a pleasure to be part of the youth day in St. Petersburg and especially in the Contest Energy today
and tomorrow. I really liked the contest and the workshops and of course the evenings including the party
on Wednesday. It is a great chance to get in dialogue with students from Russia, the Netherlands and
Germany and also to get in dialogue with business people form energy sector. All in my eyes the Youth
day was an unforgettable and fantastic event and it should be repeated the next years. Thanks a lot to all
from the organization committee!
Frederik Berg,
University Duisburg-Essen.

The question is phrased really broadly. The forum itself was very interesting and I enjoyed being
part of it. The Youth Program was very interesting and enjoyable. Learning more about the Russian
culture and gas industry has been a tremendous experience. Hopefully I would be able to visit the
gasforum again one day and catch up with all the people I met during this very short visit.
Berend Huisman,
Delft University of Technology.

We invite you to take part at the Youth Day
October 4-5, 2016

Web: www.energyouthday.com
E-mail: YD2016@energyouthday.com, shelepova@hes.spb.ru
+7 (931) 340 44 76

